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how would you wish your loved ones

a happy new year ?
Addmaya is giving away 2 iPod Shuffles, T-Shirts from our upcoming clothing 
collection and Chocolates. 

The new  iPod Shuffle never leaves a favorite tune behind. With upto 2GB 
of storage capacity, it’s beautiful and worthy a gift to you.

Tell us how you would wish your loved ones a happy new year by creating 
something that will blow us away; a sweet note, a memorable poem, a song, a 
design, a short video, just about anything you can imagine.

It doesn’t need to be complex but rather addmayarable.

On Wednesday 29th December we shall announce the 2 winners. 
We have attached an overleaf with some rules and guidelines. 

Waste no time. Go create. Happy Holidays.

Send your creation to competitions@addmaya.com by Friday 24th of December  
and wait for your name to be announced. We are excited about your involvement.



All Addmaya fans (except Addmaya employees), resident in the Republic of Uganda, are entitled to enter this Competition.

 
All entrants must supply their Names, email addresses and phone numbers. Addmaya will only use these details to administer the 
competition.

 
 
All written/typed material (poems, scripts etc) shouldn’t exceed 2 A4 pages and video material (short movies, music videos etc) 
shouldn’t exceed 5 minutes.

 
Entries should be emailed to: competitions@addmaya.com .The Subject of the email should be: Share the Joy. Entrants with big 
files that can’t be emailed can write the files to a CD/DVD and drop it off at the Addmaya head office in Bugolobi.

 
By submitting, entrants give Addmaya the right to publish their material on its site or in any media it thinks fit. Credit will be given to 
the entrant in such a situation.

 
Entries found interesting will be posted on the Addmaya site and the winners will be notified on the 29th December 2010.

The winners will have to collect their Prizes from Addmaya’s head office in Bugolobi, Kampala Uganda.

 
Addmaya’s decision of the winners is final.
 

 A maximum of 2 entries per individual is permitted. Feel free to share this information with a friend or your loved ones who you think 
stand a chance of winning.
 
 
Addmaya reserves the right to alter or amend the competition at any stage, if deemed necessary in its opinion, or if circumstances 
arise outside of its control.

2 Entrants with the best creations will receive: an iPod shuffle, a box of swiss chocolates and a limited collection Addmaya T-shirt.

Thank you. All the best in the competition. Happy Holidays.
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